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Abstract—Scientific literature is prosperously evolving, exhibit-
ing exponential growth in the last decades. For a wide range of
scientific thematic areas, it is hard or even impossible for individ-
ual researchers to analyze in detail the available published works.
For this purpose, we utilize a robust multidimensional scaling
procedure, to construct the bibliometric maps of the literature,
for keywords, authors and references. Particularly, we propose a
generic machine learning algorithm for multidimensional scaling,
and describe the algorithmic procedure for the generation of the
bibliometric maps.

Index Terms—Bibliometrics, Multidimensional Scaling, Opti-
mization

I. INTRODUCTION

The growth of scientific output is equivalent to a doubling
every nine years, as highlighted in [1], [2]. Particularly,
using publications obtained from the Web of Science, it was
demonstrated that the growth rate of publications was 1%
in the 18th century, increasing to 2% to 3% in the period
between the two world wars, and 8% to 9% up to 2010. This
means that today the total number of published works is twice
what it was back in 2013. Henceforth, the writing of a review
paper, either a narrative or a systematic one [3]–[7], as well
as writing the literature review as a significant part of any
research paper, demands from the researcher to analyze a vast
amount of research papers rigorously. Hence, new terminology
and relevant techniques appear, called bibliometric analysis,
bibliometrics, scientometrics, scientific mapping, etc. As a
result of applying advanced computer algorithms, a systematic
analysis of a wide range of research papers is nowadays
possible. This is a modern approach, which can significantly
contribute to increasing the quality and broadening the scope
of the typical review papers made by individual researchers
[8], [9].

The main part of a Bibliometric study is to construct
bibliometric maps of the studied topic. A bibliometric map is
a visual representation of the solution of the multidimensional

scaling problem [10], [11], which is based on the assembly and
further processing of the co-occurrence matrix. Bibliometric
maps regard associations of how Bibliometric Objects (BO)
are interrelated and appear simultaneously in research papers.
This is attained graphically, through their distances in a two-
dimensional map which reveals important information about
how the studied BO are conceptually linked. By utilizing these
computation-based analyses, the conclusions regarding the
studied scientific field can be obtained based on an extended
database of papers. Furthermore, through a robust computa-
tional procedure, the outcomes are documented rigorously.

Other methods such as clustering could also be applied for
such a purpose; however, in [12], it is described how it may
be misleading, identifying patterns in data that don’t actually
exist. Utilizing the proposed approach, the multidimensional
scaling error is directly computed, as it is the objective
function of the problem statement, offering a clear metric
of the algorithmic performance. Hence, the researcher can
evaluate the accuracy of the final map for the particular
problem studied. Earlier versions of the proposed methodology
have been utilized in [4]–[7], for the computational analysis
of literature in other fields, such as Engineering, Finance, and
Management.

The code for the optimization part, is based on the Inverse
Transform Sampling (ITSO) optimization algorithm [13], it is
written in Julia Language [14], it is open-source and generic,
and the user can modify or add modules for serving particular
purposes.

II. MULTIDIMENSIONAL SCALING FOR BIBLIOMETRIC
MAPPING

The rendering of a bibliometric map requires the identifica-
tion of the location of each BO on a two-dimensional space,
such that the distances among the objects represent the inter-
item dissimilarities. Particularly, a bibliometric map has the
following characteristic attributes:



• Each object (e.g. Keyword, Author, or Reference) is
represented as a point on the 2D map, with its coordinates
on the Cartesian plane.

• The objects with co-occurrences are connected with a
line.

• The thickness of the line represents the link strength,
which is proportional to the similarity (or co-occurrence)
between the objects.

• The distances between the objects are indicators of their
dissimilarity.

A. Baseline formulation

We define as c = cij the elements of the contingency matrix
c, with

[N ] = {1, 2, ..., N},

the iterator for the number of Bibliometric Objects N , and
i, j ∈ [N ]. The contingency table cij corresponds to the
counting of the co-occurrence of objects. Henceforth, it is
rational to define the similarity matrix s, with elements

sij :=
cij

max c
, (1)

and the corresponding dissimilarity

dsij := 1− sij , (2)

both comprising values in [0, 1]. Accordingly, we have the
pairwise distances of two elements on the map

dij := ∥xi − xj∥22, (3)

where xi stands for the t-dimensional vector, defining the
position of the ith point, on the map. For the case of two-
dimensional maps, we use t = 2, however, the procedure can
be generalized for t > 2 as well, for 3-Dimensional maps, or
dimensionality reduction.

Ideally, we should have a map, such that

dsij ≡ dij ∀i, j ∈ [N ], (4)

or alternatively,

dsij ∝ dij ∀i, j ∈ [N ]. (5)

However, this cannot be attained exactly, for any N > 3.
Henceforth, the problem of finding the bibliometric objects’
location on the map, should be formulated as an optimization
problem, that is to find the best possible coordinates of the
bibliometric objects on the map. Furthermore, the formulation
of a representative objective function for such a purpose is not
unique, and vastly affects the obtained shape of the map (see
next section II-B). Moreover, the optimization algorithm used
to solve this problem is still an open issue (see below II-C).

B. Objective Functions

By defining f as the objective function, the problem of
finding the best possible topology of the objects is formulated
as finding the optimal x, that is to say

xopti = argmin f(x) := {x ∈ A ⊆ Rt

| ∀y ∈ A : f(y) ≥ f(x)},
(6)

for a t-dimensional map, and a given domain A ⊆ Rt.
A number of objective functions were investigated in order
to construct a map, such that each dij corresponds to the
reciprocal dsij . One approach to this multidimensional scaling
problem [11], can be formulated as finding a t-dimensional
map, where the order of distances of the N objects, when
ranked monotonically at a descending order, corresponds to
the monotonically descending order of their dissimilarities
[10], [15]. That is to say, higher distances resemble lower
similarities. This is achieved through the minimization of the
corresponding errors, called stresses. However, this approach
does not always offer a consistent representation of the dis-
similarities, as it does not utilize a mathematical association
for the mapping of the dissimilarities to the distances, further
than the monotonicity. Thus, two pairs of points on the map
with comparable distances may correspond to dissimilarities
with a high difference.

Another approach often used in bibliometric mapping [8],
is to minimize the objective function

f(x) =
∑

i,j∈[N ]

sijdij , (7)

or, equivalently,

f(x) =
∑

i,j∈[N ]

dij
dsij

. (8)

However, this approach does not exploit the significant
information where the similarities are equal to zero, because
they will be omitted in the summation. Additionally, it does
not offer a measurement of the efficiency of the algorithm, as
the summation is not comprehensible.

Additionally, we investigated as an objective function, a
combined metric, obtained by fitting a regression curve be-
tween the dissimilarities and the distances. The regression was
nonlinear, considering the dissimilarities to an rth power, as
the independent variable and the corresponding distances as
the dependent ones. The regression equation is written as

dij = αdsrij + β + εij ,

where α is the regression coefficient, β is the constant term,
and ε is the regression residuals. Hence, by varying the
positions on map xi, the regression coefficients a, b, as well as
the coefficient of determination R2 also varied. Accordingly,
the objective function to be minimized can be written as

f(x) = |β(x)|+
∣∣1−R(x)2

∣∣+ |α(x)− 1|
3

,



using the 1
3 factor for α, for normalization purposes. This

way, the optimization algorithm is utilized to find a solution
satisfying the fundamental regression requirements, for low or
zero constant term, high R2 and close to a unit slope of the
regression line. The number of design variables was 2N + 1,
2N for the points and 1 for r, as we varied r during the
optimization process, as well. The regression coefficient α
that was divided by 3 relaxed the variation of the slope, as
it is important to avoid extreme values, for example, slopes
close to zero or tending to infinity. However, this formulation
is actually a double optimization problem; one for the map
and one for the regression, which is nested into the former.
Hence, the execution time was very slow. Additionally, the
results were not satisfactory, as the errors, although small,
disorientated the mapping procedure.

Accordingly, another idea was to minimize directly, the
absolute value of the difference between the distances, and
a nonlinear function of the dissimilarities

f(x, α, β, r) = |α+ βdsij
r − d(x)ij | .

Therefore, by including α, β in the optimization problem,
the number of variables becomes 2N + 3. However, this
approach gave good results only for extreme (high or small)
values of α, β, thus the corresponding maps were not supplied
information regarding the efficiency of the algorithm.

Additional approaches were investigated. In particular, in-
stead of using the co-occurrence map, the matrix of the chi-
squared statistic, as well as the corresponding p-values, were
investigated as candidates for similarity matrices. However,
the p-values exhibit vastly low values (e.g. 10−100 or less)
and thus the corresponding distances could not be coherent.
Similarly, for the chi2, the values were either equal to zero, or
close to 1, not supplying the necessary information to construct
the map. Furthermore, instead of minimizing the summation
of the errors between the distances and the dissimilarities,
the maximum difference, as well as specific quantiles of the
distribution of the differences, were also investigated. How-
ever, they did not perform well enough, as the minimization
problem does not have a solution equal to zero, because of
the error always existing in dimensionality reduction problems.
Thus, optimizing the maximum or the 75% percentile, does not
necessarily lead to the minimization of the other distances, as
well.

Another idea was also investigated, inspired by the dropout
technique [16], which is common in the training of artificial
neural networks, targeting the avoidance of over-fitting. In
particular, the technique was used each time the optimizer did
not optimize the a% percentile (i.e. 75%) but the a+ε, where
ε stands for a randomly generated error number. However,
this technique did not give satisfactory results, for the reasons
stated above. Other specific techniques, such as linkage or
hierarchical clustering, exist for the representation of multiple
correlations between N objects, however, they do not usually
offer a coherent, easily and quickly interpretable way of rep-
resenting the associations between N objects simultaneously,
such as the multidimensional scaling offers.

Finally, after many trials, we decided to utilize the formula

f(x) =
1

N

∑
i,j∈[N ]

|dsij − dij |. (9)

We may also add the constraint

min dij ≥ l, (10)

where l is a specified threshold, to avoid the coincidence of
pairs of objects in the final map.

Furthermore, we may easily weigh the elements of the
objective function, by multiplying them by the summation of
the occurrences for each pair i, j. This way, we can control the
map creation by giving more attention to the most important
elements.

C. Optimization Algorithms
A number of optimization algorithms were investigated for

the minimization of the objective function of the optimization
problem, including genetic algorithms [17], pattern search
[18], particle swarm optimization [19], [20], trust region [21],
global search [22], and the Levenberg-Marquardt Algorithm
[15], [23], [24], among others. For the trust region and global
search methods, the supply of the gradient was investigated, as
well. Finally, we utilized the Pure Random Orthogonal Search
(PROS), [13], [25] optimization Algorithm, modified to fit the
Bibliometric problem, as presented in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Bibliometric map generation
Data: Vector of Strings of the Bibliometric Objects
Result: optimal positions xopti = xi,opti∀i ∈ [N ] on

the Bibliometric Map
Compute co-occurrences cij of the studied BO, and

maximum iterations fe;
Compute s, ds from cij (Equations 1, 2);
Initialize x | xi∈[N ] ∈ A randomly;
Assign xopti ← x;
Compute fopti = f(xopti);
for i ∈ fe do

i← U(1, N);
j ← U(1, 2);
ra← U(0, 1);
xij = lbj + ra× (ubj − lbj);
Compute dij ∀ i, j ∈ [N ];
Compute frun = f(x) (Equation 9);
if frun ≤ fopti then

fopti ← frun;
xopti ← x;

else
x← xopti;

end
end
Plot Bibliometric Map;
return xopti positions

The procedure is generic, for all BO, denoting either
keywords, authors, references, or any other object. All the



matrices s, c,ds,d are symmetric. The vector x comprises
the design variables of the optimization problem. For a 2-
Dimensional map, x denotes a set of points in the R2 space,
that is

xi∈[N ] = (xi1, xi2). (11)

Ideally and only theoretically, all the errors eij = dsij − dij
should become equal to zero, but this cannot be attained in
practice, because the map represents multi-dimensional rela-
tionships in the 2D space, leading in dimensionality reduction.
Hence, the aim is to find all the xi, corresponding to the
minimum errors eij .

The algorithm starts with the initial calculation of the co-
occurrence table of the studied objects (keywords, authors
or references). Accordingly, the similarity and dissimilarity
matrices are obtained, as per section II-A. The optimization
algorithm initializes randomly the positions of each object, and
computes the distances between the objects on the bibliometric
map. In the end, the optimal values of the positions are utilized
to visualize the results on the bibliometric map.

Furthermore, we may specify a-priory the locations of the
top frequent keywords [t] = {1, 2, ..., t},x[t]. For this work,
we positioned the most frequent keyword in the center of the
map (0, 0), and the next 4 most frequent on a unit rectangle
around zero. The optimization algorithm, runs after this step
accordingly.

III. RESULTS

In this section, using the proposed framework, we analyze
the top 200 cited papers of the recent 5 years (2017-2021),
retrieved by a search in Scopus digital library on 24 March
2022. As search keywords, we used the query “Artificial
Intelligence”, in the title, abstract and keywords. In order to
group similar keywords, we replace the initial ones, with the
corrected, as presented in Table I. The results for keywords,
authors and references are presented in Figures 1, 2, 3 accord-
ingly. We may see that the procedure yields meaningful results,
for keywords, as we see “artificial intelligence”, “deep learn-
ing”, and “machine learning” on one edge of the map, along
with two other clusters of specific keywords, highly related.
Furthermore, in Figure 2, we automatically identify the four
major cooperating groups of authors. Similarly, in Figure 3
we see three groups of references occurring simultaneously in
many papers, and LeCun 2015 as a major reference associated
with almost all the others.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We presented a novel mathematical framework, for the
construction of a bibliometric map, based on the Inverse Trans-
form Sampling Optimization Algorithm. By using the contin-
gency matrix, we may easily compute the objects’ location and
draw the map. Due to the convergence properties of ITSO,
the algorithm is not prone to local minima. Henceforth, the
resulting Bibliometric Maps, are representative of the actual
associations of the bibliometric problems. Furthermore, with
the proposed algorithm we may easily control the objective
function and thus the shape of the map. An analytic example

for Bibliometric Review on artificial intelligence is presented,
for the keywords, authors, and references, along with the
computed maps.

As described in the mathematical formulation along with
the algorithmic implementation of the suggested framework,
the bibliometric mapping procedure is generic, and can be
applied in any particular thematic area of research. Henceforth,
we foresee applications of this algorithm in other topics,
apart from computer science, such as in Engineering, Finance,
Learning Systems, etc. Accordingly, we aim to collaborate
with researchers from other fields and analyze the correspond-
ing research output, stemming from extended databases of
papers, in the rigorous process presented.
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NOMENCLATURE

[N ] = {1, 2, ..., N} iterator for the N BO. i, j,∈ [N ].
α regression coefficient
β regression constant term
xi t-dimensional vector, defining the position of the ith

point
ε regression residuals
cij contingency table (co-occurrence of objects)
f objective function to be minimized
N number of Bibliometric Objects studied
r exponent for the nonlinear regression
t number of dimensions of the map. For 2D maps, t = 2
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TABLE I: 100 Most frequent keywords and their grouping.
Initial String Corrected String Frequency Initial String Corrected String Frequency
deep learning deep learning 39 robots robots 2
machine learning machine learning 39 sentiment analysis sentiment analysis 2
artificial intelligence artificial intelligence 28 support vector machine support vector machine 2
big data big data 8 transparency explainable ai 2
convolutional neural networks convolutional neural networks 7 triboelectric nanogenerators triboelectric nanogenerators 2
data mining data mining 6 accountability accountability 1
convolutional neural network convolutional neural networks 5 age-related macular degeneration age-related macular degeneration 1
internet of things internet of things 5 agriculture agriculture 1
transfer learning transfer learning 5 asic asic 1
data analytics data analytics 4 black-box models black-box models 1
optimization optimization 4 business modelling business modelling 1
smart manufacturing smart manufacturing 4 chest x-ray images chest x-ray images 1
survey survey 4 choroidal neovascularization choroidal neovascularization 1
artificial neural network artificial neural network 3 comprehensibility comprehensibility 1
bioinformatics bioinformatics 3 computer architecture computer architecture 1
computer vision computer vision 3 continual learning continual learning 1
covid-19 covid-19 3 coronavirus (covid-19) covid-19 1
interpretability explainable ai 3 data data 1
intrusion detection intrusion detection 3 data fusion data fusion 1
neural network artificial neural network 3 data infrastructure data infrastructure 1
privacy privacy 3 dataflow processing dataflow processing 1
adversarial learning adversarial learning 2 diabetic macular edema diabetic macular edema 1
ai artificial intelligence 2 diabetic retinopathy diabetic retinopathy 1
artificial intelligence (ai) artificial intelligence 2 energy-efficient accelerators energy-efficient accelerators 1
automation automation 2 explainability explainable ai 1
backpropagation backpropagation 2 explainable ai explainable ai 1
big data analytics big data analytics 2 explanation explainable ai 1
black-box attack black-box attack 2 explanations explainable ai 1
building energy building energy 2 fairness fairness 1
classification classification 2 functional analysis of variance (fanova) functional analysis of variance (fanova) 1
cognitive computing cognitive computing 2 gdpr gdpr 1
communications communications 2 imbalanced data imbalanced data 1
computational intelligence computational intelligence 2 information and communication technology information and communication technology 1
coronavirus covid-19 2 long short-term memory (lstm) long short-term memory (lstm) 1
cyber-physical systems cyber-physical systems 2 low power low power 1
cybersecurity cybersecurity 2 neuromorphic computing neuromorphic computing 1
decision making decision making 2 open the black box black-box models 1
deep neural networks deep learning 2 optical coherence tomography optical coherence tomography 1
distributed computing distributed computing 2 pneumonia pneumonia 1
explainable artificial intelligence explainable ai 2 radiology images radiology images 1
federated learning federated learning 2 random search random search 1
governance governance 2 rare events rare events 1
interpretable machine learning explainable ai 2 responsible artificial intelligence responsible artificial intelligence 1
machine-learning machine learning 2 screening screening 1
medical imaging medical imaging 2 sequence learning sequence learning 1
neural networks artificial neural network 2 spatial architectures spatial architectures 1
omics omics 2 stability plasticity stability plasticity 1
pandemic covid-19 2 synaptic consolidation synaptic consolidation 1
recurrent neural network recurrent neural networks 2 transparent models explainable ai 1
recurrent neural networks recurrent neural networks 2 vlsi vlsi 1
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